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Overview 

State space modeling provides a unified methodology for 

a wide range of problems in time series and longitudinal 

data analysis. Because of their sequential nature, time 

series and longitudinal data exhibit some characteristic 

features. For example, chronologically closer 

measurements tend to be highly correlated while 

measurements farther apart are essentially uncorrelated. 

Data can be trending in a particular direction and can have 

seasonal or other periodic patterns. State space models 

(SSMs) are designed to model such sequential data. They 

apply to both univariate and multivariate response 

situations and can easily incorporate predictor 

(independent variable) information when it is available. 

The SSM procedure in SAS/ETS performs state space 

modeling of univariate and multivariate time series and 

longitudinal data.    

 

With the SSM procedure you can do the following:  

 

 Analyze very general linear state space models.   

 Specify a variety of matrices with integrated matrix 
syntax as part of a state-space model (for example, 
the state transition matrix and the covariance matrices 
of the state and observation disturbances). The SSM 
procedure provides language similar to a DATA step 
for specifying the elements of these matrices. The 
matrix elements can be user-defined functions of data 
variables and unknown parameters. 

 Specify univariate and multivariate structural models 
for regularly spaced data and a variety of trend and 
cycle models for the longitudinal data. 

 Print or output to a data set, the series forecasts, 
residuals, and the full-sample estimates of any linear 
combination of the underlying state variables. These 
estimates are obtained by using the (diffuse) Kalman 
filter and smoother algorithm. 

 Generate residual diagnostic plots and plots useful for 
detecting structural breaks. 

Details 

The SSM procedure is a powerful tool for time series 

analysis. The statistical models underlying many SAS/ETS 

procedures can also be formulated as state space models. 

However, in many instances, the SSM procedure can 

solve problems that are more general or offer more 

detailed analysis, or both. The SSM procedure is flexible 

enough to accommodate the following models: 

 

 Univariate time series analyses, such as ARIMA, 
ESM, and UCM (but SSM allows for greater flexibility 
in parameterizations). 

 Multivariate vector ARIMA modeling. The SSM 
procedure differs from other procedures in its ability to 
handle data that are not evenly spaced, a requisite for 
most time series models. 

 Models for panel and longitudinal data with restricted 
maximum likelihood (REML) estimates, richer missing 
value support, and estimates of the time-varying 
unobserved components. 

 Models specified in the ARIMA, ESM, UCM, 
VARMAX, STATESPACE, and PANEL procedures, 
which can be used in the SSM procedure with time 
series and longitudinal data that are not evenly 
spaced, removing the need for imputation of time 
series values. 

Example: Estimation of Price 

Elasticity with Panel-Specific Time 

Trends 

This example illustrates how you can use the SSM 

procedure to analyze a panel of time series. The data set 

for this example contains information about yearly per 

capita cigarette sales for 46 geographic regions in the 

United States over the period 1963–1992. The variables 

lprice, lindi, and lpimin denote the per capita cigarette 

sales, price per pack of cigarettes, per capita disposable 

income, and minimum price in adjoining regions per pack 

of cigarettes, respectively (all in the natural log scale). The 

variable year contains the observation year, and the 

variable region contains an integer from 1 to 46 that 

serves as the unique identifier for the region. The goal of 

the analysis is to study the impact of the regressors on the 

smoking behavior and to understand the changes in the 

smoking patterns in different regions over the years.  
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Consider the following model for lsales: 

 

                                                

 

This model represents lsales in a region i and in a year t 

as a sum of region-specific trend component      , the 

regression effects due to lprice, lindi, and lpimin, and the 

observation noise       Different variations of this model are 

obtained by considering different models for the trend 

component      . Proper modeling of the trend component 

is important because it captures differences between the 

regions because of unrecorded factors, such as 

demographic changes over time, results of anti-smoking 

campaigns, and so on. In the following statements, the 

trends      are modeled as integrated random walks. An 

integrated random walk model produces smooth patterns 

with time-varying level and slope. You can specify a 

variety of other trend models in the SSM procedure.   

 
proc ssm data=Cigar plots=residual; 

  id year interval=year; 

  array RegionArray{46} region1-region46; 

  do i=1 to 46; 

      RegionArray[i] = (region=i); 

  end; 

  trend IrwTrend(LL)  

      cross(matchparm)=( RegionArray)  
      levelvar=0; 

  irregular wn; 

  model lsales = lprice lndi lpimin  

      IrwTrend wn; 

  eval TrendPlusReg = IrwTrend + lprice  

      + lndi + lpimin; 

  output out=forCigar pdv; 

run; 

 

Figure 1: Parameter Estimates from PROC SSM 

Regression Parameter Estimates   

 Estimate Std 

Error 

t 

Value 

Pr > 

|t| 

Variable     

Lprice -0.348 0.0232 -15.01 <.0001 

Lndi 0.1425 0.0344 4.15 <.0001 

Lpimin 0.0619 0.0269 2.3 0.0214 

 

As expected, the analysis shows that cigarette sales are 

negatively correlated with price and positively correlated 

with disposable income. The lpimin effect turns out to be 

relatively small. Figure 1 shows the estimated model 

pattern (                                  ) along with 

the observed response values for the first three regions—

Alabama, Arizona, and Arkansas. For these regions, the 

model seems to fit the data reasonably well. Figure 2 

shows that Arizona differs markedly from Alabama and 

Arkansas in its cigarette sales pattern over the years. 

 

Figure 2: Model Fit for Alabama, Arizona, and Arkansas 

 

Figure 3: Trend patterns       for Alabama, Arizona and 

Arkansas 

 

Figure 3 shows the estimates of trend patterns       for the 

same three regions. It shows that after accounting for the 

regression effects, per capita cigarette sales were on the 

rise in Alabama and Arkansas while they were declining in 

Arizona.   

 

System Requirements 

Estimation using the SSM procedure requires: 

 BASE SAS
®
 9.3 or later  

 SAS/ETS 9.3 or later 


